Directions:
From the South – Take Exit 122 Berkeley Street. Turn left at the light and continue through Union Avenue. Turn left on Portland Avenue and proceed through the traffic circle to the Main Gate.
From the North – Take Exit 123 Thorne Lane. Turn right at the light and continue on Portland Avenue. At the stop sign continue straight through to the traffic circle and the Main Gate.

Documentation:
Each adult person entering Camp Murray must present a photo ID. Acceptable forms of ID include:
- Government issued identification such as a driver’s license or state identification card
- Government issued employee badges such as those provided by the Department of Defense (DOD) or Washington Military Department (WMD) or other municipality or state agency.
- Current Visitor’s Pass issued by Joint Base Lewis-McChord (JBLM)
- At times you may be asked for two forms of ID.

Documentation is required in every vehicle entering Camp Murray.
- Personal Vehicles: Current registration and proof of insurance
- Government/Work Vehicles: Exempt license plates
- Rental Vehicles: Rental contract in the name of someone in the vehicle

All vehicles and personnel are subject to random searches. If you have any questions regarding these requirements, contact Camp Murray Security at 253-512-7900.